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AN IMPORTANT STEP FOR THE COMPUTATION OF THE HOMFLYPT
SKEIN MODULE OF THE LENS SPACES L(p, 1) VIA BRAIDS
IOANNIS DIAMANTIS AND SOFIA LAMBROPOULOU
Abstract. We prove that, in order to derive the HOMFLYPT skein module of the lens spaces
L(p, 1) from the HOMFLYPT skein module of the solid torus, S(ST), it suffices to solve an
infinite system of equations obtained by imposing on the Lambropoulou invariant X for knots
and links in the solid torus, braid band moves that are performed only on the first moving
strand of elements in a set Λaug, augmenting the basis Λ of S(ST).
0. Introduction and overview
Skein modules generalize knot polynomials in S3 to knot polynomials in arbitrary 3-manifolds
[Tu, P]. Skein modules are quotients of free modules over ambient isotopy classes of links in
3-manifolds by properly chosen local (skein) relations.
Definition 1. Let M be an oriented 3-manifold, R = Z[u±1, z±1], L the set of all oriented links
in M up to ambient isotopy in M and let S be the submodule of RL generated by the skein
expressions u−1L+ − uL− − zL0, where L+, L− and L0 comprise a Conway triple represented
schematically by the local illustrations in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The links L+, L−, L0 locally.
For convenience we allow the empty knot, ∅, and add the relation u−1∅ − u∅ = zT1, where T1
denotes the trivial knot. Then the HOMFLYPT skein module of M is defined to be:
S (M) = RL/S = S
(
M ;Z
[
u±1, z±1
]
, u−1L+ − uL− − zL0
)
.
Note that the computation of S (M) is equivalent to constructing all possible independent
analogues of the HOMFLYPT or 2-variable Jones polynomial for knots and links in M and this
is related to the rank of S (M).
In [La2] the most generic analogue, X, of the HOMFLYPT polynomial for links in the solid
torus ST has been derived from the generalized Hecke algebras of type B, H1,n, which is related
to the knot theory of the solid torus and the Artin group of the Coxeter group of type B, B1,n,
via a unique Markov trace constructed on them. As explained in [La2, DL2], the Lambropoulou
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invariant X recovers the HOMFLYPT skein module of ST, S(ST), and is appropriate for ex-
tending the results to the lens spaces L(p, 1), since the combinatorial setting is the same as for
ST, only the braid equivalence includes the braid band moves (shorthanded to bbm), which
reflect the surgery description of L(p, 1) via an unknotted surgery curve in S3. Namely, in order
to extend X to an invariant of links in L(p, 1) we need to solve an infinite system of equations
resulting from the braid band moves. Namely we force:
(1) Xα̂ = X ̂bbm(α),
for all α ∈ ⋃∞B1,n and for all possible slidings of α.
The above equations have particularly simple formulations with the use of a new basis, Λ, for
the HOMFLYPT skein module of ST, that we give in [D, DL2] (see (4) in this paper) in terms
of mixed braids (that is, classical braids with the first strand identically fixed and representing
the complementary solid torus). Elements in Λ consist of monomials in the ti’s with consecutive
indices and ordered exponents, while elements in the other basis, Λ′, which first appeared in
[Tu, HK] in diagrammatic form, consist of monomials in the t′i’s with consecutive indices and
ordered exponents (see Figure 3(ii)). In [DL2] the set Λ is related to the basis of S(ST), Λ′, via
an infinite lower triangular matrix with invertible elements on the diagonal. Hence, this matrix
allows the convertion of elements in Λ′ to elements in Λ and vice versa.
The bbm’s are naturally described by elements in the basis Λ and Equations 1 are very
controlled in the algebraic setting, because, as shown in [DLP], they can be performed only on
elements in Λ. The starting point in [DLP] is the basis Λ′ of S(ST). Then, using conjugation
and stabilization moves it is shown that the following diagram commutes:
Λ′ ∋ τ ′i bbmm−→ bbmm(τ ′i)
↑ ↑
matrix matrix
↓ ↓
Λ ∋ ∑
i
τi
bbmm−→ ∑
i
bbmm(τi)
where bbmm(τ
′
i) denotes the result of the performance of a bbm on the m
th moving strand of τ ′i .
The fact that the t′i’s are conjugates on the braid level B1,n, allows for a bbm performed on
any moving strand to be translated, by conjugation, to bbm’s performed on the first moving
strand. This results in messing the order of the exponents in monomials of the t′i’s, so it leads
naturally to introducing a new spanning set of S(ST), Λ′aug, consisting of monomials in the t′i’s
with consecutive indices but not necessarily ordered exponents, which obviously, augments Λ′.
Indeed, by conjugation, a bbm can be always assumed to take place on the first moving strand
of elements in Λ′aug. Namely, the following diagram commutes:
Λ′ ∋ τ ′i bbmm−→ T ′i
↑ ↑
conj. |
↓ ↓
Λ′aug ∋ τ ′j
bbm1−→ T ′j
The set Λ′aug corresponds naturally to the set Λaug (see Eq. 6), which consists of monomials
in the ti’s with consecutive indices but not necessarily ordered exponents.
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This paper is concerned with the analogue of the procedure above on the level of the ti’s. In
particular, we consider elements in the augmented set Λaug and we restrict the performance of
the braid band moves only on their first moving strand. Namely, we show that the following
diagram commutes:
Λ ∋ τi bbmm−→ bbmm(τi)
l l
Λaug ∋ ∑
j
τj
bbm1−→ ∑
j
bbm1(τj)
The fact that the ti’s are not conjugate makes this procedure very non-trivial.
Our results are summarized in the commuting diagram below:
Λ ∋ ∑
i
τi
bbmm−→ ∑
i
bbmm(τi)
↑
matrix
ր
[DLP ]
↑
| |
Λ′ ∋ τ ′i bbmm−→ bbmm(τ ′i) |
↑ ↑ |
conj. | |
↓ ↓ |
Λ′aug ∋ τ ′j bbm1−→ bbm1(τ ′j) |
| |
matrix
↓ ց ↓
Λaug ∋ ∑
j
τj
bbm1−→ ∑
j
bbm1(τj)
In that way, a more controlled infinite system of equations is obtained using the generators
ti’s that are more natural for the bbm’s. Solving this infinite system is equivalent to computing
the HOMFLYPT skein module of L(p, 1). Namely:
(2) S (L(p, 1)) = S(ST)
< τ − bbm1(τ) >, τ ∈ Λ
aug.
By our result, Equations 1 are now fewer. We demonstrate this by a simple example: For
exponent sum equal to 3 and all exponents positive, one has the following elements of Λ: t3, t2t1
and tt1t2. From these elements one obtains 12 equations by applying bbm’s on all moving
strands. On the other hand, Λaug = Λ
⋃{tt21} and, by our result, one has to consider only 8
equations. In that way we obtain more control on the infinite system (1), even though Λ ⊂ Λaug.
In [DL4] we elaborate on the solution of this infinite system and compute the HOMFLYPT
skein module of the lens spaces L(p, 1) via braids. We note that in [GM] S (L(p, 1)) is computed
using diagrammatic methods. The importance of our approach is that it can shed light on the
problem of computing skein modules of arbitrary c.c.o. 3-manifolds, since any 3-manifold can
be obtained by surgery on S3 along unknotted closed curves. The main difficulty of the problem
lies in selecting from the infinitum of band moves some basic ones and solving the infinite system
of equations.
The paper is organized as follows: In §1 we recall the setting and the essential techniques
and results from [La1, La2, LR1, LR2, DL1, DL2]. More precisely, we first present isotopy
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moves for knots and links in L(p, 1) and we describe the braid equivalence for knots and links
in L(p, 1). We then present the new basis Λ for S(ST), with the use of which the braid band
moves are naturally described, and we recall from [DL2] the ordering defined on the sets Λ and
Λaug. We then recall from [DLP, DL3] the derivation of S (L(p, 1)) from S(ST) using the braid
approach. In § 2 we prove the main result of this paper, Theorem 5. That is, we show that in
order to compute S (L(p, 1)) from S(ST) we only need to consider braid band moves on the first
moving strands of elements in the set Λaug and solve the infinite system of equations derived by
imposing the Lambropoulou invariant X. We prove Theorem 5 by strong induction on the order
of elements in Λaug and on the moving strand where the bbm is performed. We first present a
series of lemmata demonstrating how conjugation and stabilization moves can be used in order
to convert elements in the set Λ into sums of elements in Λaug of lower order. The basis of
the induction concerns monomials in Λ of index 1 and it is proved in Proposition 1. Finally, in
Proposition 2, using results from [DL2, DLP], we prove that equations obtained from elements
in Λ by performing bbm’s on their mth-moving strand are equivalent to equations obtained from
elements in Λaug of lower order by performing bbm’s on their jth-moving strand, where j < m.
Using the above result we then conclude the proof of Theorem 5.
1. Topological and algebraic background
1.1. Mixed links and isotopy in L(p, 1). We consider ST to be the complement of a solid
torus in S3. As explained in [LR1, LR2, DL1], an oriented link L in ST can be represented
by an oriented mixed link in S3, that is a link in S3 consisting of the unknotted fixed part Î
representing the complementary solid torus in S3 and the moving part L that links with Î. A
mixed link diagram is a diagram Î ∪ L˜ of Î ∪ L on the plane of Î, where this plane is equipped
with the top-to-bottom direction of I (see top left hand side of Figure 2).
The lens spaces L(p, 1) can be obtained from S3 by surgery on the unknot with surgery coef-
ficient p ∈ Z. Surgery along the unknot can be realized by considering first the complementary
solid torus and then attaching to it a solid torus according to some homeomorphism on the
boundary. Thus, isotopy in L(p, 1) can be viewed as isotopy in ST together with the band
moves in S3, which reflect the surgery description of the manifold. Moreover, in [DL1] it is
shown that in order to describe isotopy for knots and links in a c.c.o. 3-manifold, it suffices to
consider only the type a band moves (for an illustration see top of Figure 2) and thus, isotopy
between oriented links in L(p, 1) is reflected in S3 by means of the following result (cf. Thm. 5.8
[LR1], Thm. 6 [DL1] ):
Two oriented links in L(p, 1) are isotopic if and only if two corresponding mixed link diagrams
of theirs differ by isotopy in ST together with a finite sequence of the type a band moves.
1.2. Mixed braids and braid equivalence for knots and links in L(p, 1). By the Alexander
theorem for knots and links in the solid torus (cf. Thm. 1 [La2]), a mixed link diagram Î ∪ L˜ of
Î ∪L may be turned into a mixed braid I ∪ β with isotopic closure. This is a braid in S3 where,
without loss of generality, its first strand represents Î, the fixed part, and the other strands, β,
represent the moving part L. The subbraid β is called the moving part of I ∪ β (see bottom
left hand side of Figure 2). Then, in order to translate isotopy for links in L(p, 1) into braid
equivalence, we first perform the technique of standard parting introduced in [LR2] in order to
separate the moving strands from the fixed strand that represents the lens spaces L(p, 1). This
can be realized by pulling each pair of corresponding moving strands to the right and over or
under the fixed strand that lies on their right. Then, we define a braid band move to be a
move between mixed braids, which is a band move between their closures. It starts with a little
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Figure 2. Isotopy in L(p, 1) and the two types of braid band moves on mixed braids.
band oriented downward, which, before sliding along a surgery strand, gets one twist positive or
negative (see bottom of Figure 2).
The sets of braids related to ST form groups, which are in fact the Artin braid groups of type
B, denoted B1,n, with presentation:
B1,n =
〈
t, σ1, . . . , σn−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
σ1tσ1t = tσ1tσ1
tσi = σit, i > 1
σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2
σiσj = σjσi, |i− j| > 1
〉
,
where the generators σi and t are illustrated in Figure 3(i).
Let now L denote the set of oriented knots and links in ST. Then, isotopy in L(p, 1) is then
translated on the level of mixed braids by means of the following theorem:
Theorem 1 (Theorem 5, [LR2]). Let L1, L2 be two oriented links in L(p, 1) and let I∪β1, I∪β2
be two corresponding mixed braids in S3. Then L1 is isotopic to L2 in L(p, 1) if and only if I∪β1
is equivalent to I ∪ β2 in B by the following moves:
(i) Conjugation : α ∼ β−1αβ, if α, β ∈ B1,n.
(ii) Stabilization moves : α ∼ ασ±1n ∈ B1,n+1, if α ∈ B1,n.
(iii) Loop conjugation : α ∼ t±1αt∓1, if α ∈ B1,n.
(iv) Braid band moves : α ∼ tpα+σ±11 , a+ ∈ B1,n+1,
where α+ is the word α with all indices shifted by +1. Note that moves (i), (ii) and (iii)
correspond to link isotopy in ST.
Notation 1. We denote a braid band move by bbm and, specifically, the result of a positive or
negative braid band move performed on the ith-moving strand of a mixed braid β by bbm±i(β).
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Figure 3. The generators of B1,n and the ‘looping’ elements t
′
i and ti.
Note also that in [LR2] it was shown that the choice of the position of connecting the two
components after the performance of a bbm is arbitrary.
1.3. The HOMFLYPT skein module of ST via braids. In [La2] the most generic analogue
of the HOMFLYPT polynomial, X, for links in the solid torus ST has been derived from the
generalized Iwahori–Hecke algebras of type B, H1,n, via a unique Markov trace constructed on
them. This algebra was defined by the second author as the quotient of C
[
q±1
]
B1,n over the
quadratic relations g2i = (q − 1)gi + q. Namely:
H1,n(q) =
C
[
q±1
]
B1,n
〈σ2i − (q − 1) σi − q〉
.
It is also shown that the following sets form linear bases for H1,n(q) ([La2, Proposition 1 &
Theorem 1]):
(i) Σn = {tk1i1 . . . tkrir · σ}, where 0 ≤ i1 < . . . < ir ≤ n− 1,
(ii) Σ′n = {t′i1k1 . . . t′irkr · σ}, where 0 ≤ i1 < . . . < ir ≤ n− 1,
where k1, . . . , kr ∈ Z, t′0 = t0 := t, t′i = gi . . . g1tg−11 . . . g−1i and ti = gi . . . g1tg1 . . . gi
are the ‘looping elements’ in H1,n(q) (see Figure 3(ii)) and σ a basic element in the Iwahori–Hecke
algebra of type A, Hn(q), for example in the form of the elements in the set [Jo]:
Sn =
{
(gi1gi1−1 . . . gi1−k1)(gi2gi2−1 . . . gi2−k2) . . . (gipgip−1 . . . gip−kp)
}
,
for 1 ≤ i1 < . . . < ip ≤ n−1 . In [La2] the bases Σ′n are used for constructing a Markov trace on
H := ⋃∞n=1H1,n, and using this trace the second author constructed a universal HOMFLYPT-
type invariant for oriented links in ST.
Theorem 2. [La2, Theorem 6 & Definition 1] Given z, sk with k ∈ Z specified elements in
R = C
[
q±1
]
, there exists a unique linear Markov trace function on H:
tr : H → R (z, sk) , k ∈ Z
determined by the rules:
(1) tr(ab) = tr(ba) for a, b ∈ H1,n(q)
(2) tr(1) = 1 for all H1,n(q)
(3) tr(agn) = ztr(a) for a ∈ H1,n(q)
(4) tr(at′n
k) = sktr(a) for a ∈ H1,n(q), k ∈ Z
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Figure 4. Elements in the two different bases of S(ST).
Then, the function X : L → R(z, sk)
Xα̂ = ∆
n−1 ·
(√
λ
)e
tr (pi (α)) ,
is an invariant of oriented links in ST, where ∆ := − 1−λq√
λ(1−q) , λ :=
z+1−q
qz
, α ∈ B1,n is a word
in the σi’s and t
′
i’s, α̂ is the closure of α, e is the exponent sum of the σi’s in α, pi the canonical
map of B1,n on H1,n(q), such that t 7→ t and σi 7→ gi.
In the braid setting of [La2], the elements of S(ST) correspond bijectively to the elements of
the following set Λ′:
(3) Λ′ = {tk0t′1k1 . . . t′nkn , ki ∈ Z \ {0}, ki ≤ ki+1 ∀i, n ∈ N}.
As explained in [La2, DL2], the set Λ′ forms a basis of S(ST) in terms of braids (see also
[HK, Tu]). Note that Λ′ is a subset of H and, in particular, Λ′ is a subset of Σ′ = ⋃nΣ′n.
Note also that in contrast to elements in Σ′, the elements in Λ′ have no gaps in the indices, the
exponents are ordered and there are no ‘braiding tails’.
Remark 1. The Lambropoulou invariant X recovers S(ST). Indeed, it gives distinct values to
distinct elements of Λ′, since tr(tk0t′1
k1 . . . t′n
kn) = skn . . . sk1sk0 .
1.4. A different basis for S(ST). In [DL2], a different basis Λ for S(ST) is presented, which
is crucial toward the computation of S (L(p, 1)) and which is described in Eq. 4 in open braid
form (for an illustration see Figure 4). In particular we have the following:
Theorem 3. [DL2, Theorem 2] The following set is a C[q±1, z±1]-basis for S(ST):
(4) Λ = {tk0tk11 . . . tknn , ki ∈ Z \ {0}, ki ≤ ki+1 ∀i, n ∈ N}.
The importance of the new basis Λ of S(ST) lies in the simplicity of the algebraic expression of
a braid band move (recall Theorem 1(iv)), which extends the link isotopy in ST to link isotopy in
L(p, 1) and this fact was our motivation for establishing this new basis Λ. Note that comparing
the set Λ with the set Σ =
⋃
nΣn, we observe that in Λ there are no gaps in the indices of the
ti’s and the exponents are in decreasing order. Also, there are no ‘braiding tails’ in the words
in Λ.
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1.5. An ordering in the bases of S(ST). We now proceed with defining an ordering relation
in the sets Σ and Σ′, which passes to their respective subsets Λ and Λ′ and that first appeared
in [DL2]. This ordering relation plays a crucial role to what will follow. For that we need the
notion of the index of a word w in any of these sets, denoted ind(w). In Λ′ or Λ ind(w) is defined
to be the highest index of the t′i’s, resp. of the ti’s in w. Similarly, in Σ
′ or Σ, ind(w) is defined
as above by ignoring possible gaps in the indices of the looping generators and by ignoring the
braiding parts in the algebras Hn(q). Moreover, the index of a monomial in Hn(q) is equal to 0.
Definition 2. [DL2, Definition 2] Let w = t′i1
k1 . . . t′iµ
kµ · β1 and u = t′j1λ1 . . . t′jνλν · β2 in Σ′,
where kt, λs ∈ Z for all t, s and β1, β2 ∈ Hn(q). Then, we define the following ordering in Σ′:
(a) If
∑µ
i=0 ki <
∑ν
i=0 λi, then w < u.
(b) If
∑µ
i=0 ki =
∑ν
i=0 λi, then:
(i) if ind(w) < ind(u), then w < u,
(ii) if ind(w) = ind(u), then:
(α) if i1 = j1, . . . , is−1 = js−1, is < js, then w > u,
(β) if it = jt for all t and kµ = λµ, kµ−1 = λµ−1, . . . , ki+1 = λi+1, |ki| < |λi|, then
w < u,
(γ) if it = jt for all t and kµ = λµ, kµ−1 = λµ−1, . . . , ki+1 = λi+1, |ki| = |λi| and
ki > λi, then w < u,
(δ) if it = jt ∀t and ki = λi, ∀i, then w = u.
The ordering in the set Σ is defined as in Σ′, where t′i’s are replaced by ti’s.
We also define the subsets of level k, Λ(k) and Λ
′
(k), of Λ and Λ
′ respectively ([DL2, Defini-
tion 3]), to be the sets:
(5)
Λ(k) := {tk00 tk11 . . . tkmm |
∑m
i=0 ki = k, ki ∈ Z \ {0}, ki ≤ ki+1 ∀i}
Λ′(k) := {t′0k0t′1k1 . . . t′mkm |
∑m
i=0 ki = k, ki ∈ Z \ {0}, ki ≤ ki+1 ∀i}
In [DL2] it was shown that the sets Λ(k) and Λ
′
(k) are totally ordered and well ordered for all
k ([DL2, Propositions 1 & 2]). Note that in [DLP] the exponents in the monomials of Λ are in
decreasing order, while here the exponents are considered in increasing order, which is totally
symmetric.
We finally define the set Λaug which augments the basis Λ and its subset of level k:
Definition 3. We define the set:
(6) Λaug := {tk00 tk11 . . . tknn , ki ∈ Z\{0}}.
and the subset of level k, Λaug(k) , of Λ
aug:
(7) Λaug(k) := {tk00 tk11 . . . tkmm |
m∑
i=0
ki = k, ki ∈ Z\{0}}
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2. Restricting the bbm’s on the first moving strand of Λaug
As mentioned in the Introduction, in order to compute S(L(p, 1)) we need to normalize the
invariant X by forcing it to satisfy all possible braid band moves. Namely:
S (L(p, 1)) = S(ST)
< a− bbmi(a) >, for all a ∈ B1,n and for all i.
2.1. Applying bbm’s on any moving strand of Λ. In order to simplify this system of
equations, in [DLP] we first show that performing a bbm on a mixed braid in B1,n reduces to
performing bbm’s on elements in the canonical basis, Σ′n, of the algebra H1,n(q) and, in fact,
on their first moving strand. We then reduce the equations obtained from elements in Σ′ to
equations obtained from elements in Σ. In order now to reduce further the computation to
elements in the basis Λ of S(ST), in [DLP] we first recall that elements in Σ consist in two
parts: a monomial in ti’s with possible gaps in the indices and unordered exponents, followed
by a ‘braiding tail’ in the basis of Hn(q). So, in [DLP], we first manage the gaps in the indices
of the looping generators of elements in Σ, obtaining elements in the augmented Hn(q)-module
Λaug (that is, elements in Λaug followed by ‘braiding tails’). We denote the Hn(q)-module Λ
aug
by Λaug|Hn. Note that the procedure of managing the gaps forces the performance of bbm’s
to take place on any moving strand. We then show in [DLP] that the equations obtained from
elements in Λaug|Hn by performing bbm’s on any moving strand are equivalent to equations
obtained from elements in the Hn(q)-module Λ, denoted by Λ|Hn, by performing bbm’s on any
moving strand. By this procedure we order the exponents of the ti’s (‘ordering the exponents’).
We finally eliminate the ‘braiding tails’ from elements in Λ|Hn and reduce the computations to
the set Λ, where the bbm’s are performed on any moving strand (see [DLP]). Thus, in order to
compute S(L(p, 1)), it suffices to solve the infinite system of equations obtained by performing
bbm’s on any moving strand of elements in the set Λ.
The above are summarized in the following sequence of equations:
S (L(p, 1)) = S(ST)
<a−bbmi(a)> , a ∈ B1,n, ∀ i =
S(ST)
<s′−bbm1(s′)> , s
′ ∈ Σ′n =
= S(ST)
<s−bbm1(s)> , s ∈ Σn =
S(ST)
<λ′−bbmi(λ′)> , λ
′ ∈ Λaug|Hn, ∀ i =
= S(ST)
<λ′′−bbmi(λ′′)> , λ
′′ ∈ Λ|Hn, ∀ i = S(ST)<λ−bbmi(λ)> , λ ∈ Λ, ∀ i.
Namely, we have:
Theorem 4. [DLP] S (L(p, 1)) = S(ST)
<λ−bbmi(λ)> , λ ∈ Λ, ∀ i.
In this section we prove Eq. 2, assuming Theorem 4. More precisely, we consider the aug-
mented set Λaug and show that the system of equations obtained from elements in Λ by per-
forming bbm’s on any moving strand, is equivalent to the system of equations obtained by
performing bbm’s on the first moving strand of elements in Λaug. It is worth mentioning that
although Λaug ⊃ Λ, the advantage of considering elements in the augmented set Λaug is that we
restrict the performance of the braid band moves only on the first moving strand and, thus, we
obtain less equations and more control on the infinite system (2).
2.2. The main result. We now proceed with stating the main result of this paper.
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Theorem 5. Equations obtained by performing braid band moves on the mth-moving strand on
an element in Λ are combinations of equations obtained by performing braid band moves on the
1st-moving strand on elements in Λaug of lower order. Namely, the following diagram commutes
for all k and for ai ∈ C
[
q±1, z±1
]
:
Λ(k) ∋ T bbm−→
mth−mov.str.
tpT+σm . . . σ2σ
ǫ
1σ
−2 . . . σ−1m
| |
conj. & stab. conj. & stab.
↓ ↓
Λaug(k) ∋
∑
i
aiTi
bbm−→
1st−mov.str.
∑
i
ait
pTi+σ
ǫ
1 ∈ Λaug(p+k)|Hn
The above diagram is illustrated in Figure 5. We prove Theorem 5 by strong induction on the
order of elements in Λaug and on the moving strand where the bbm is performed. The basis of
the induction concerns elements in Λ of the form tk0tk11 , where k0, k1 ∈ Z. We now present an
example illustrating Theorem 5.
Example 1. Let tt21 ∈ Λ(3). Performing a positive braid band move on the second moving
strand of tt21 we obtain t
pt1t
2
2 · σ2σ1σ−12 . We now compute tr(tt21) and tr(tpt1t22 · g2g1g−12 ):
(8)
tr(tt21) = (q
2 − q + 1) · tr(t21t2) + q(q − 1)z · tr(t31),
tr(tpt1t
2
2 · g2g1g−12 ) = (q2 − q + 1) · tr(tpt21t2 · g1) + q(q − 1)z · tr(tpt31g1) and so
(9) X̂tt2
1
= X ̂
tpt1t
2
2
·σ2σ1σ−12
⇔ tr(tt21) = −
λ3
z
· (q2− q+1)tr(tpt21t2g1) − λ3 · q(q− 1)tr(tpt31g1).
Consider now the elements t3, t2t1 ∈ Λaug(3) and perform a positive braid band move on their first
moving strand. We have that:
(10)
X
t̂3
= X
t̂pt3
1
σ1
⇒ tr(t3) = −λ3
z
· tr(tpt31g1)
X
t̂2t1
= X ̂tpt2
1
t2σ1
⇒ tr(t2t1) = −λ3z · tr(tpt21t2g1).
Substituting to Eq. 9, we obtain:
tr(tt21) = (q
2 − q + 1) · tr(t2t1) − q(q − 1)z · tr(t3),
which is true (Equation 8). Thus, we have shown that Equation 9 is a combination of Equa-
tions 10, that is, the equation obtained from tt21 ∈ Λ(3) by performing bbm on its second moving
strand is equivalent to equations obtained from t3, t2t1 ∈ Λaug(3) by performing bbm’s on their
first moving strand.
2.3. Some useful lemmata. We now present some useful results which are crucial for the
proof of Theorem 5. We start by expressing the trace of the element ttk1 ∈ Λaug(k+1) as a linear
combination of traces of lower order elements in Λaug(k+1). We first recall the following equalities
from [La2]:
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Figure 5. An illustration of Theorem 5.
(11) tkngn = sign(k) · (q − 1)
k−1∑
j=0
qjt
j
n−1t
k−j
n + q
kgnt
k
n−1, where k ∈ Z.
Lemma 1. The following relations hold in H1,n(q):
(i) For k ∈ N : tkngn+1 = q−(k−1)g−1n+1tkn+1 + (q−1 − 1)
k−2∑
j=0
q−jtk−j−1n t
j+1
n+1.
(ii) For k ∈ Z \N : tkngn+1 = qkg−1n+1tkn+1 + (q−1 − 1)
−k∑
j=1
qk+jt
−j
n t
k+j
n+1.
Proof. We only prove relations (i) by induction on k ∈ N. Relations (ii) follow similarly. For
k = 1 we have that tngn+1 = g
−1
n+1t
k
n+1 which holds. Assume now that the relation holds for k.
Then, for k + 1 we have:
tk+1n gn+1 = tn · tkngn+1 ind.=
step
q−(k−1)tn · g−1n+1tkn+1 + (q−1 − 1)
∑k−2
j=0 q
−jtn · tk−j−1n tj+1n+1 =
= q−(k−1)tn ·
(
q−1gn+1 + (q−1 − 1)
)
tkn+1 + (q
−1 − 1)∑k−2j=0 q−jtk−jn tj+1n+1 =
= q−ktn · gn+1tkn+1 + q−(k−1)(q−1 − 1)tntkn+1 + (q−1 − 1)
∑k−2
j=0 q
−jtk−jn t
j+1
n+1 =
= q−kg−1n+1t
k+1
n+1 + (q
−1 − 1)∑k−1j=0 q−jtk−jn tj+1n+1.

Notation 2. In what follows, for the expressions that we obtain after appropriate conjuga-
tions we shall use the notation =̂. We will also use the symbol ≃ when a stabilization move
is performed and ≃̂ when both stabilization moves and conjugation are used. Note that by
stabilization move we mean application of the third rule of the trace.
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It is worth mentioning that conjugation and stabilization moves are both captured by the
properties of the trace tr, and, so, if T ∈ Λ such that T ∼̂= ∑
i
aiτi for some coefficients ai ∈
C
[
q±1, z±1
]
and τi ∈ Λaug for all i, then tr(T ) = tr(
∑
i
aiτi) =
∑
i
aitr(τi).
We now present a key result needed for the proof of Theorem 5.
Lemma 2. Applying conjugation and stabilization moves, elements in Λaug can be expressed as
sums of elements in Λaug of lower order. Namely:
Λaug ∋ τ ∼̂=
∑
i
ai · τi, where Λaug ∋ τi < τ ∀ i.
Proof. Let τ = tk0tk11 . . . t
km
m ∈ Λaug(k) , where km−1, km ∈ N. The case km−1, km ∈ Z follows
similarly. Applying Eq. 11 and Lemma 1 we have that:
tk0tk11 . . . t
km
m = t
k0tk11 . . . t
km−1
m gmtm−1gm
(11)
∼̂= (q − 1)
km−2∑
j=0
qjtk0 . . . t
km−1+1−j
m−1 t
km−1−j
m · gm +
+ qkm−1 tk0 . . . tkm−1m−1 gmt
km
m−1gm
(11)
∼̂=
Lemma 1
(q − 1)z
km−2∑
j=0
qkm−1tk0 . . . tkm−1+kmm−1 +
+ (q − 1)2
km−2∑
j=0
km−2−j∑
φ=0
qj+φtk0 . . . t
km−1+1+j+φ
m−1 t
km−1−j−φ
m +
+ qkm−km−1 tk0 . . . tkmm−1t
km−1
m − qkm−1(q − 1)z(km−1 − 1) tk0 . . . tkm−1+kmm−1 −
− qkm−2(q − 1)2
km−1−2∑
φ=0
φ∑
j=0
qj−φtk0 . . . tkm−1−φ−1+km+jm−1 t
φ+1−j
m .
By Definition 2, monomials on the right-hand side of the relation above are in Λaug and they
are of lower order than the initial monomial τ . This concludes the proof. 
Remark 2. Conjugation and stabilization moves that are used in the proof make Lemma 2
valid on the level of the trace. It is worth mentioning though that on the level of the algebra
H1,n(q), Lemma 2 is not valid.
Lemma 3. The following relations hold for k0, k1 ∈ Z:
tk0tk11 ≃̂ qk1−k0 · tk1tk01 + qk1−1(q − 1) · z · (k1 − k0) · tk0+k1 +
+ (q − 1)2
k1−2∑
j=0
k1−2−j∑
φ=0
qj+φtk0+j+1+φt
k1−1−j−φ
1 −
− (q − 1)2
k0−2∑
j=0
j∑
φ=0
qk1−j−2+φtk0+k1−j−1+φtj+1−φ1 .
Proof. We only prove the case where k0, k1 ∈ N applying Eq. 11 and Lemma 1 on tk0tk11 . All
other cases for k0, k1 follow similarly.
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tk0tk11 = t
k0tk1−11 · σ1tσ1
(11)
= tk0 ·
[
(q − 1)
k1−2∑
j=0
qj · tjtk1−1−j1 + qk1−1 · σ1tk1−1
]
· tσ1 =
= (q − 1)
k1−2∑
j=0
qj · tk0+j+1tk1−1−j1 σ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
+ qk1−1 · tk0σ1tk1σ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
. Moreover :
A = (q − 1)
k1−2∑
j=0
qj · tk0+j+1tk1−1−j1 σ1
(11)
≃̂
≃̂ (q − 1)
k1−2∑
j=0
qj · tk0+j+1 ·
[
(q − 1)
k1−2−j∑
φ=0
qφ · tφtk1−1−j−φ1 + qk1−1−j · σ1tk1−1−j
]
≃̂
≃̂ (q − 1)2
k1−2∑
j=0
k1−2−j∑
φ=0
qj+φ · tk0+j+1+φtk1−1−j−φ1 + (q − 1) · qk1−1 · z · (k1 − 1) · tk0+k1
and
B = qk1−1 · tk0σ1 · tk1σ1
Lemma 1
≃̂ qk1−1 ·
[
q−(k0−1)σ−11 t
k0
1 +
k0−2∑
j=0
q−j(q−1 − 1)tk0−j−1tj+11
]
·
tk1σ1 ≃̂
≃̂ qk1−k0 · tk1tk01 +
k0−2∑
j=0
qk1−j−1(q−1 − 1)tk0+k1−j−1tj+11 σ1
(11)
≃̂
≃̂ qk1−k0 · tk1tk01 +
k0−2∑
j=0
qk1−j−1(q−1− 1)tk0+k1−j−1 ·
[
(q − 1) ·
j∑
φ=0
qφt
j+1−φ
1 + q
j+1σ1t
j+1
]
≃̂
≃̂ qk1−k0 ·tk1tk01 + (q−1)(q−1−1)
k0−2∑
j=0
j∑
φ=0
qk1−j−1+φtk0+k1−j−1+φ + qk1(q−1−1)·z·(k0−1)·tk0+k1 .

2.4. The induction steps. We shall first demonstrate Theorem 5 in the simplest non-trivial
case, namely, monomials of index 1, which comprise the simplest examples demonstrating the
theorem. This will serve as the basis for the induction argument in the proof of Theorem 5.
Proposition 1. Let k0, k1 ∈ Z and tk0tk11 ∈ Λ(k). Then, the equations X̂
tk0 t
k1
1
= X ̂
tpt
k0
1
t
k1
2
·σ2σǫ1σ−12
are linear combinations of equations of the form X ̂
tl0 t
l1
1
= X ̂
tpt
l0
1
t
l1
2
·σǫ
1
, where tl0tl11 ∈ Λaug(k) and
tl0tl11 < t
k0tk11 for all l0, l1 ∈ Z. Furthermore, for j > 2, the following diagram commutes:
Λ(k) ∋ tk0tk11
bbmj−→ tptk01 tk12 σj . . . σ±11 . . . σ−1j
| |
conj. & stab. conj. & stab.
↓ ↓
Λaug(k) ∋
∑
i
ait
l0tl11
bbm1−→ ∑
i
ait
ptl01 t
l1
2 σ
±1
1
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Proof. We only need to prove the case j = 2 and we do that by considering k0, k1 ∈ N. The
case where both exponents are in Z \N and the case where one exponent is in N and the other
in Z\N follow totally analogous.
Consider the element tk0tk11 ∈ Λ(k) and perform a bbm on its second moving strand. Then:
tk0tk11
bbm2−→ tptk01 tk12 σ2σ±11 σ−12 and
X̂
tk0 t
k1
1
= X ̂
tpt
k0
1
t
k1
2
σ2σ
±1
1
σ−1
2
⇒
tr
(
tk0tk11
)
= ∆ ·
(√
λ
)a
tr
(
tptk01 t
k1
2 g2g
±1
1 g
−1
2
)
,
where a = 2 · (k0 + k1)± 1 = 2 · k ± 1.
Consider now the elements tl0tl11 ∈ Λaug(k) such that tl0tl11 < tk0tk11 and perform a bbm on their
first moving strand:
tl0tl11
bbm1−→ tptl01 tl12 σ±11 and
X̂
tl0 t
l1
1
= X ̂
tpt
l0
1
t
l1
2
σ±1
1
⇒
tr
(
tl0tl11
)
= ∆ ·
(√
λ
)a′
tr
(
tptl01 t
l1
2 g
±1
1
)
,
where a′ = 2 · (l0 + l1)± 1 = 2 · k ± 1 again.
It suffices to prove that if tk0tk11 ≃̂
∑
i
Ai · tl0tl11 , for some coefficients Ai, then the following
diagram commutes:
tk0tk11 ≃̂
∑
i
Ai · tl0tl11
| |
bbm2 bbm1
↓ ↓
tptk01 t
k1
2 σ2σ
±1
1 σ
−1
2 ≃̂
∑
i
Ai · tptl01 tl12 σ±11
On the one hand, from Lemma 3 we have:
tk0tk11 ≃̂ qk1−k0 · tk1tk01 + qk1−1(q − 1) · z · (k1 − k0) · tk0+k1 +
+ (q − 1)2
k1−2∑
j=0
k1−2−j∑
φ=0
qj+φtk0+j+1+φt
k1−1−j−φ
1 −
− (q − 1)2
k0−2∑
j=0
j∑
φ=0
qk1−j−2+φtk0+k1−j−1+φtj+1−φ1 .
On the other hand, applying Eq. 11 and Lemma 1 on tptk01 t
k1
2 σ2σ
±1
1 σ
−1
2 , we have that:
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tptk01 t
k1
2 σ2σ
±1
1 σ
−1
2
(11)
≃̂
≃̂ (q − 1) ·
k1−1∑
j=0
qj · tptk0+j1 tk1−j2 σ±11 σ−12 + qk1 · tptk01 σ2tk11 σ±11 σ−12
Lemma 1
≃̂
≃̂ (q − 1) ·
k1−1∑
j=0
qj · tptk0+j+11 σ±11 tk1−j−12 σ2 + qk1−k0+1 · tpσ−12 tk11 tk02 σ±11 σ−12 +
+ qk1 ·
k0−2∑
j=0
q−j(q−1 − 1) · tptk0+k1−j−11 tj+12 · σ±11 σ−12
(11)
≃̂
≃̂ (q − 1)2 ·
k1−1∑
j=0
k1−j−2∑
φ=0
qj+φtpt
k0+j+1+φ
1 t
k1−j−1−φ
2 σ
±1
1 +
+ qk1−1(q − 1) · z · k1 · tptk0+k11 σ±11 − qk1−k0(q − 1)tptk1+11 tk0−12 σ±11 σ−12 +
+ qk1−k0tptk11 t
k0
2 σ
±1
1 +
k0−2∑
j=0
qk1−j(q−1 − 1)tptk0−j+k11 tj2σ±11 σ2
(11)
≃̂
= (q − 1)2 ·
k1−1∑
j=0
k1−j−2∑
φ=0
qj+φtpt
k0+j+1+φ
1 t
k1−j−1−φ
2 σ
±1
1 +
+ qk1−1(q − 1) · z · k1 · tptk0+k11 σ±11 − qk1−k0(q − 1)2
k0−2∑
j=0
qjtpt
k1+1+j
1 t
k0−1−j
2 σ
±1
1︸ ︷︷ ︸
C
+
+ qk1−1(q − 1) · z · tptk0+k11 σ±11 − qk1−1(q − 1) · z · (k0 − 1) · tptk0+k11 σ±11 −
−
k0−2∑
j=0
j−1∑
φ=0
qk1−j+φ(q−1 − 1)(q − 1) · tptk0+k1−j+φ1 tj−φ2 σ±11︸ ︷︷ ︸
D
=
= (q − 1)2 ·
k1−1∑
j=0
k1−j−2∑
φ=0
qj+φtpt
k0+j+1+φ
1 t
k1−j−1−φ
2 σ
±1
1 + q
k1−1(q − 1) · z · tptk0+k11 σ±11 +
+ qk1−1(q − 1) · z · k1 · tptk0+k11 σ±11 − qk1−1(q − 1) · z · (k0 − 1) · tptk0+k11 σ±11 −
− (q − 1)2
k0−2∑
j=0
j∑
φ=0
qk1−j−2+φtptk0+k1−j−1+φ1 t
j+1−φ
2 σ
±1
1︸ ︷︷ ︸
C+D
where in the last sumand we have set j = k0 − r − 2. Thus, we have shown the following:
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tk0tk11
bbm2−→ tptk01 tk12 σ2σ±11 σ−12
| |
conj. & stab. conj. & stab.
↓ ↓
qk1−k0 · tk1tk01 bbm1−→ qk1−k0 · tptk11 tk02 σ±11
+ +
qk1−1(q − 1) · z · (k1 − k0) · tk0+k1 bbm1−→ qk1−1(q − 1) · z · (k1 − k0) · tptk0+k11 σ±11
+ +
a
k1−2∑
j=0
k1−2−j∑
φ=0
qj+φtk0+j+1+φt
k1−1−j−φ
1
bbm1−→ a
k1−2∑
j=0
k1−2−j∑
φ=0
qj+φtpt
k0+j+1+φ
1 t
k1−1−j−φ
2 σ
±1
1
− −
a
k0−2∑
j=0
j∑
φ=0
qk1−j−2+φtk0+k1−j−1+φtj+1−φ1
bbm1−→ a
k0−2∑
j=0
j∑
φ=0
qk1−j−2+φtptk0+k1−j−1+φ1 t
j+1−φ
2 σ
±1
1
where a = (q − 1)2 and the proof is now concluded. 
Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 5, we shall first express elements T ∈ Λ(k) ⊂ Λaug(k)
as linear combinations of elements in Λaug(k) , T
∼̂= ∑
i
ai ·Ti, such that Ti < T,∀i, and we will show
that the following diagram commutes:
Λ(k) ∋ T
bbmj−→ tpT+σj . . . σ2σ±11 σ−2 . . . σ−1j
| |
conj. & stab. conj. & stab.
↓ ↓
Λaug(k) ∋
∑
i
aiTi
bbmji−→ ∑
i
ait
pTi+σji . . . σ2σ
ǫ
1σ
−2 . . . σ−1ji
where ji < j for all i. Namely, we prove the following result, which generalizes Proposition 1:
Proposition 2. Let T ∈ Λ(k) for some k ∈ Z. The equation XT̂ = X ̂bbmj (T ) is a linear
combination of the equations X
T̂i
= X ̂bbmji (Ti)
, where Ti ∈ Λaug(k) , such that Ti < T,∀i and
ji < j, for all i.
Proof. Let T ∈ Λ(k). Then, since Λ(k) ⊂ Λaug(k) , using conjugation and stabilization moves we
have that T ∼̂= ∑
i
ai · Ti, such that Ti ∈ Λaug(k) and Ti < T,∀i.
Let T = tk0 . . . tkmm ∈ Λ(k), such that
m∑
i=0
ki = k. Applying a bbm on the j
th-moving strand of
T we obtain bbmj(T ) = t
ptk01 . . . t
km
m+1σj . . . σ
ǫ
1 . . . σ
−1
j , such that the sum of the exponents of the
σi’s in the bbmj(T ) is equal to
m∑
i=1
2(i+1) ·ki . Similarly, if Ti = tl0 . . . tlnn ∈ Λaug(k) , then
n∑
i=0
li = k
and bbmji(Ti) = t
ptl01 . . . t
ln
n+1σji . . . σ
ǫ
1 . . . σ
−1
ji
, such that the sum of the exponents of the σi’s in
the bbmji(T ) is equal to
n∑
i=1
2(i + 1) · li. Thus, we have that:
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X
T̂
= X ̂
tpT+σm...σ
ǫ
1
...σ−1m
⇒ tr(T ) = ∆√λ2k · tr(tpT+gm . . . gǫ1 . . . g−1m ) and
X
T̂i
= X ̂
tpTi+σji ...σ
ǫ
1
...σ−1ji
⇒ tr(Ti) = ∆
√
λ
2k · tr(tpTi+gji . . . gǫ1 . . . g−1ji ).
Since T ∼̂= ∑
i
ai · Ti, we have that tr(T ) =
∑
i
ai · tr(Ti) and, thus, it suffices to prove that:
tr(tpT+gm . . . g
ǫ
1 . . . g
−1
m ) =
∑
i
ai · tr(tpTi+gji . . . gǫ1 . . . g−1ji ).
This follows from Proposition 5 & Theorem 8 [DLP], where it is shown that stabilization moves
and braid band moves commute. The fact that conjugation and braid band moves do not
commute, results in the need of performing bbm’s on different moving strands. The fact that
ji < j for all i comes from the fact that stabilization moves and conjugation reduce the ‘tail’ w =
gm . . . g
ǫ
1 . . . g
−1
m in the Hecke algebra of type A, Hn(q), to monomials of the form gj . . . g
ǫ
1 . . . g
−1
j ,
where j < m [DL2, Theorem 10]. The proof is now concluded. 
Remark 3. The statements of Propositions 1 and 2 are also valid for monomials in Λaug and
not just in the subset Λ. Namely, if τ ∈ Λaug(k) , then τ ∼̂=
∑
i
biτi, where τi ∈ Λaug(k) such that τi < τ
and bi ∈ C[q±1, z±1] for all i. One can easily confirm this by observing that nowhere in the
proofs the order in the exponents played any role.
We are now in the position to complete the proof of Theorem 5.
2.5. Proof of the main result. We prove Theorem 5 by strong induction on the order of
elements in Λaug ⊃ Λ with respect to the total ordering and also on the moving strand where
the bbm is performed. The basis of the induction concerns the monomials of type tk0tk11 ∈ Λ,
which are of minimal order among all non-trivial monomials in Λaug. The performance of a bbm
on the second moving strand of such a monomial reduces, by Proposition 1, to taking place on
the first moving strand of related words of lower order.
Consider now a monomial T ∈ Λ(k). We assume that the statement of Theorem 5 is true
for all elements τ ∈ Λaug(k) of lower order than T ∈ Λ(k) and we will show that it is true for T .
By Lemma 2, the monomial T can be expressed as a sum of elements in Λaug(k) of lower order.
Namely, T ∼̂= ∑
i
aiTi, where Ti ∈ Λaug(k) such that Ti < T and ai ∈ C[q±1, z±1] for all i. By
Remark 3, Lemma 2 is also valid for elements in Λaug(k) . We distinguish the following cases:
Case I: A bbm is performed on the second moving strand of T . We shall prove that the theorem
is valid for T , assuming it is valid for words of lower order in Λaug with the bbm performed
on their second moving strand. Namely, we prove that the following diagram commutes:
Λ(k) ∋ T bbm2−→ tpT+σ2σ±11 σ−12
| |
conj. & stab. conj. & stab.
↓ ↓
Λaug(k) ∋
∑
i
aiTi
bbm1−→ ∑
i
ait
pT+σ
±1
1
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assuming that the diagram below commutes for all τ < T :
Λaug
(k)
∋ τ bbm2−→ tpτ+σ2σ±11 σ−12
| |
conj. & stab. conj. & stab.
↓ ↓
Λaug(k) ∋
∑
i
biτi
bbm1−→ ∑
i
bit
pτi+σ
±1
1
This follows directly from Proposition 2 and the induction hypothesis. Indeed, by Propo-
sition 2 a bbm2 on T reduces on bbm1’s and bbm2’s on the Ti’s. For the bbm2’s we apply
the indiction hypothesis writing each Ti as a sum: Ti =
∑
j
τj , where Λ
aug
(k) ∋ τj < Ti for
all j.
Case II: A bbm is performed on any moving strand m > 2 of T . We shall prove that the theorem
is valid for T assuming it is valid for monomials of lower order in Λaug(k) with the bbm
performed on the jth moving strand, where j < m. Namely, we prove that the following
diagram commutes:
Λ(k) ∋ T bbmm−→ tpT+σm . . . σ±11 . . . σ−1m
| |
conj. & stab. conj. & stab.
↓ ↓
Λaug(k) ∋
∑
i
aiTi
bbm1−→ ∑
i
ait
pTi+σ
±1
1
assuming that the diagram below commutes for all τ < T and for all j < m:
Λaug(k) ∋ τ
bbmj−→ tpτ+σj . . . σ±11 . . . σ−1j
| |
conj. & stab. conj. & stab. (∗)
↓ ↓
Λaug(k) ∋
∑
i
biτi
bbm1−→ ∑
i
bit
pτi+σ
±1
1
From Proposition 2 we have that equations of the form T
bbmm−→ tpT+σm . . . σ±11 . . . σ−1m
can be expressed as sums of equations of the form Ti
bbmj−→ tpTi+σj . . . σ±11 . . . σ−1j , where
j < m and Ti < T for all i. Namely, we have the following diagram:
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Λ(k) ∋ T bbmm−→ tpT+σm . . . σ±11 . . . σ−1m (♦)
| |
conj. & stab. conj. & stab.
↓ ↓
Λaug(k) ∋
∑
i
ai Ti
bbm1−→ ∑
i1
ai1t
pTi1+σ
±1
1 (1)
bbm2ց +∑
i2
ai2 t
pTi2+σ2σ
±1
1 σ
−1
2 (2)
...
...
...
bbmm−1
ց +∑
im−1
aim−1 t
pTim−1+σm−1 . . . σ
±1
1 . . . σ
−1
m−1 (m− 1)
Hence, Eq. (♦) can be expressed as a combination of the Equations (2)—(m− 1). From
the induction hypothesis now and Remark 3, we have that Equations (2)—(m − 1)
can be written as sums of equations obtained from elements in Λaug(k) of lower order, by
performing bbm’s on their first moving strand as assumed in the diagram (∗). This
concludes the proof.
QED
3. Conclusions
In this paper we present an infinite system of equations, a solution of which corresponds
to computing the HOMFLYPT skein module of the lens spaces L(p, 1). The equations of this
system are obtained by performing braid band moves on the first moving strand of elements in
the set Λaug, which augments the basic set of the HOMFLYPT skein module of the solid torus,
Λ. In [DLP] a different infinite system of equations is presented, where bbm’s are performed
only on elements in Λ but on any moving strand. Although Λ ⊂ Λaug, the main advantage of
considering Λaug is that we obtain more control on the infinite system of equations. In [DL4]
we elaborate on the solution of the infinite system.
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